Large-scale data annotation is indispensable for many applications, such as machine learning and data integration. However, existing annotation solutions either incur expensive cost for large datasets or produce noisy results. This paper introduces a cost-effective annotation approach, and focuses on the labeling rule generation problem that aims to generate high-quality rules to largely reduce the labeling cost while preserving quality. To address the problem, we first generate candidate rules, and then devise a game-based crowdsourcing approach CrowdGame to select high-quality rules by considering coverage and precision. CrowdGame employs two groups of crowd workers: one group answers rule validation tasks (whether a rule is valid) to play a role of rule generator, while the other group answers tuple checking tasks (whether the annotated label of a data tuple is correct) to play a role of rule refuter. We let the two groups play a two-player game: rule generator identifies high-quality rules with large coverage and precision, while rule refuter tries to refute its opponent rule generator by checking some tuples that provide enough evidence to reject rules covering the tuples. This paper studies the challenges in CrowdGame. The first is to balance the trade-off between coverage and precision. We define the loss of a rule by considering the two factors. The second is rule precision estimation. We utilize Bayesian estimation to combine both rule validation and tuple checking tasks. The third is to select crowdsourcing tasks to fulfill the game-based framework for minimizing the loss.We introduce a minimax strategy and develop efficient task selection algorithms. We conduct experiments on entity matching and relation extraction, and the results show that our method outperforms state-of-the-art solutions.
INTRODUCTION
In many applications, such as data integration and machine learning (ML), it is indispensable to obtain large-scale annotated datasets with high quality. For example, deep learning (DL) has become a major advancement in machine learning, and achieves state-of-the-art performance in many tasks, such as image recognition and natural language processing [20] . However, most of the DL methods require massive training sets to achieve superior performance [37] , which usually causes significant annotation costs or efforts.
To address the problem, crowdsourcing can be utilized to harness the crowd to directly annotate tuples in a dataset at relatively low cost (see a survey [23] ). However, as many datasets contain tens of thousands to millions of tuples, such tuple-level annotation still inevitably incurs large annotation cost. Another approach is to leverage labeling rules (or rules for simplicity) that annotate multiple tuples. For example, in relation extraction that identifies structural relations, say spouse relation, from unstructured data, labeling rules like "A is married to B " can be used to annotate tuples like Michelle Obama and Barack Obama. In entity matching, the blocking rules can quickly eliminate many record pairs which are obviously non-matched. Unfortunately, it is challenging to construct labeling rules. Hand-crafted rules from domain experts are not scalable, as it is time and effort consuming to handcraft many rules with large coverage. Weak-supervision rules automatically generated [33, 32] , e.g., distant supervision rules, can largely cover the tuples; however, they may be very noisy and provide wrong labels.
In this paper we introduce a rule-based cost-effective data annotation approach. In particular, this paper focuses on studying labeling rule generation using crowdsourcing to significantly reduce annotation cost while still preserving high quality. To this end, we aim at generating "high-quality" labeling rules using two objectives. 1) high coverage: selecting the rules that cover as many tuples as possible to annotate the data. Intuitively, the larger the coverage is, the higher the cost on tuple-level annotation could be reduced. 2) high precision: preferring the rules that induce few wrong labels on their covered tuples.
Labeling rule generation is very challenging as there may be many rules with diverse quality. Even worse, although easy to know coverage of rules, it is hard to obtain rule precision. To address this problem, we propose to utilize crowdsourcing for rule selection. A straightforward approach employs the crowd to answer a rule validation task to check whether a rule is valid or invalid. Unfortunately, the crowd may give low-quality answers for a rule validation task, as a rule may cover many tuples and the workers cannot examine all the tuples covered by the rule. To alleviate this, we can ask the crowd to answer a tuple checking task, which asks the crowd to give the label of a tuple and utilizes the result to validate/invalidate rules that cover the tuple. However it is expensive to ask many tuple checking tasks.
We devise a two-pronged crowdsourcing scheme that first uses rule validation tasks as a coarse pre-evaluation step and then applies tuple checking tasks as a fine post-evaluation step. To effectively utilize the two types of tasks, we introduce a game-based crowdsourcing approach CrowdGame. It employs two groups of crowd workers: one group answers rule validation tasks to play a role of rule generator, while the other group answers tuple checking tasks to play a role of rule refuter. We let the two groups play a two-player game: rule generator identifies high-quality rules with large coverage and precisions, while rule refuter tries to refute rule generator by checking some tuples that provide enough evidence to "reject" more rules.
We study the research challenges in our game-based crowdsourcing. First, it is challenging to formalize the quality of a rule by trading-off its precision and coverage. We introduce the loss of a rule set that combines the uncovered tuples and the incorrectly covered tuples. We aim to select a rule set to minimize the loss. Second, it is hard to obtain the real precision of a rule. To address the challenge, we utilize the Bayesian estimation technique. We regard crowd rule validation results as a prior, which captures crowd judgment without inspecting any specific tuples. As the prior may not be precise, we then use the crowd results on tuple checking as "data observation" to adjust the prior, so as to obtain a posterior of rule precision. Third, it is hard to obtain highquality rules to minimize the loss under our framework. We develop a minimax strategy: rule generator plays as a minimizer to identify rules to minimize the loss; rule refuter plays as a maximizer to check tuples for maximizing the loss. We iteratively call rule generator and rule refuter to select rules until the crowdsourcing budget is used up.
To summarize, we make the following contributions. (1) We propose a data annotation approach using gamebased crowdsourcing for labeling rule generation. We employ two groups of crowd workers and let the workers play a two-player game to select high-quality rules. (2) We introduce the loss of a rule set that combines uncovered and incorrectly covered tuples to balance coverage and precision. We estimate precision of a rule by combining rule validation and tuple checking through Bayesian estimation. (3) We conducted experiments on real entity matching and relation extraction datasets. The results show that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art solutions on tuple-level crowdsourcing and ML-based consolidation of labeling rules.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
This paper studies the data annotation problem. Given a set E = {e1, e2, . . . , em} of data tuples, the problem aims to annotate each tuple ei ∈ E with one of the l possible labels, denoted by L = {L1, L2, . . . , L l }. Without loss of generality, this paper focuses on the binary annotation problem that considers two possible labels, denoted as L = {L1 = −1, L2 = 1}. To illustrate the problem, let us consider an application of entity matching (EM) [7] , i.e., identifying whether any pair of product records is the same entity, as shown in Figure 1 . Note that the matching criterion in the example is the same product model and the same manufacture, without considering specifications like color and storage. In this application, each tuple is a product record pair, which is to be annotated with one of the two labels L1 = −1 (unmatched) and L2 = 1 (matched). Another application is relation extraction [29] from the text data (e.g., sentences), which identifies whether a tuple consisting of two entities, say Barack Obama and Michelle Obama, have a target relation (label L2 = 1), say spouse, or not (L1 = −1).
Overview of Our Framework
We introduce a cost-effective data annotation framework as shown in Figure 2 . The framework makes use of the labeling rules (or rules for simplicity), each of which can be used to annotate multiple tuples in E, to reduce the cost.
Definition 1 (Labeling Rule).
A labeling rule is a function rj : E → {L, nil} that maps tuple ei ∈ E into either a label L ∈ L or nil (which means rj does not cover ei). In particular, let C(rj) = {e|rj(e) = nil} denote the covered tuple set of rj, C(R) = {e|∃r ∈ R, r(e) = nil} denote the covered set of a rule set R, and |C(R)| denote the size of C(R), called the coverage of the rule set R.
Our framework takes a set of unlabeled tuples as input and annotates them utilizing labeling rules in two phases. Phase I: Crowdsourced rule generation. This phase aims at generating "high-quality" rules, where rule quality is measured by coverage and precision. To this end, we first construct candidate rules, which may have various coverage and precision. There are two widely used ways to construct candidate rules: hand-crafted rules from domain experts and weak-supervision rules automatically generated by algorithms. Hand-crafted rules ask users to write domain-specific labeling heuristics based on their domain knowledge. However, hand-crafted rules are not scalable, especially for large datasets, as it is time and effort consuming to handcraft many rules with large coverage. Thus, weak-supervision rules automatically generated are introduced [33, 32] , e.g., distant supervision rules in information extraction, like utilizing textual patterns, such as "A marries B ", as rules for labeling spouse relation between entities A and B. Weak-supervision rules can largely cover the tuples; however, some of them may be very unreliable that provide wrong labels. Note that candidate rule construction will be presented in Section 6.
To address this problem, we propose to study a problem of rule generation using crowdsourcing, to leverage the crowd on identifying good rules from noisy candidates. We will formalize this problem in Section 2.2. Phase II: Data annotation using rules. This phase is to annotate the tuples using the labeling rules generated in the previous phase. Note that, for the tuples not covered by the rules, we devise tuple-level annotation using conventional crowdsourcing approaches [43, 4] , where tuple-level inference, such as transitivity, can also be applied.
For ease of presentation, this paper focuses on the "unary" case that all rules annotate only one label (|L| = 1), e.g., L1 = −1 in the example below. We will discuss a more general case that some rules label L1 = −1 while others provide L2 = 1 in our technical report [48] . Example 1. Consider the blocking rules that annotate −1 for entity matching in Figure 1(b) . Each rule, represented by two keywords, expresses how we discriminate product pairs covered by the rule. For example, r1 : (Sony, Apple) expresses that any tuple, say e1 = {s1, s2}, that satisfies s1 containing Sony and s2 containing Apple (or s1 containing Apple and s2 containing Sony) cannot be matched. We can see that r1 covers three tuples, {e1, e2, e3}, and their labels are L1 = −1 (unmatched). We may also observe that some rules may not be precise: r4 only correctly labels two out of four tuples (e1 and e4), because rule (Laptop, Notebook) is very weak to discriminate the products. Thus, our framework uses crowdsourcing to select the rules with large coverage and precision from the candidates. Suppose that {r1, r3} are selected, and then 6 tuples can be annotated by the rules. For the other 4 tuples not covered, the framework can annotate them using conventional crowdsourcing.
Labeling Rule Generation
This paper focuses on the labeling rule generation problem in the first phase of our framework. Intuitively, the problem aims to identify "high-quality" rules with the following two objectives. 1) high coverage: selecting the rules that cover as many tuples as possible. According to our framework, the larger the coverage of rules is, the higher the cost on tuple-level annotation (Phase II) could be reduced. 2) high precision: preferring the rules that induce few wrong labels on their covered tuples.
There may be a tradeoff between coverage and precision. On the one hand, some annotation scenarios prefer precision. For instance, in most of entity matching tasks, ground-truth labels are very skew, e.g., 7 tuples with label −1 vs. 3 tuples with 1 as shown in Figure 1 (c). Thus, rule generation prefers not to induce too much errors, which may lead to low quality (e.g., F-measure) of the overall entity matching process. On the other hand, some scenarios prefer coverage for more annotation cost reduction.
To balance the preference among coverage and precision, we introduce the loss of a rule set R that considers the following two factors. Consider a set R of rules that annotate label L ∈ L to tuple set E. The first factor is the number of uncovered tuples |E| − |C(R)| that formalizes the loss in terms of the coverage, and this factor is easy to compute. In contrast, the number of errors, i.e., incorrectly labeled tuples, is hard to obtain, as true labels of tuples are unknown. Thus, we introduce P (yi = L) that denotes the probability that true label yi of tuple ei is not L, and consider the expected number of errors e i ∈C(R) P (yi = L) as the second factor. We define the loss of a rule set R as follows.
Definition 2 (Loss of Rule Set). The loss Φ(R) of a rule set R is defined as a combination of the number of uncovered tuples |E| − |C(R)| and the expected number of errors e i ∈C(R) P (yi = L),
where γ is a parameter between [0, 1] to balance the preference among coverage and quality of generated rules.
For example, consider R1 = {r1} covering three tuples without errors and R2 = {r1, r3} covering more with wrongly labeled tuples (e5 and e7). As entity matching prefers precision over coverage on the blocking rules, one needs to set a small parameter γ, say γ = 0.1. Obviously, under this setting, we have Φ(R1) < Φ(R2), which shows that a larger set R2 is worse than a smaller set R1.
Let R C = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} denote a set of candidate rules generated by the candidate rule producing step. Now, we define the problem of rule generation as below. Definition 3 (Rule Generation). Given a set R C of candidate rules, it selects a subset R * that minimizes the loss, i.e., R * = arg R min R⊆R C Φ(R).
As the probability P (yi = L) is hard to obtain, this paper focuses on using crowdsourcing to achieve the above loss minimization, which will be presented in Section 3. For ease of presentation, we summarize frequently used notations (some only introduced later) in Table 1 .
CROWDSOURCED RULE GENERATION

Game-Based Crowdsourcing
Labeling rule generation is very challenging as there may be many rules with diverse and unknown precision. A naïve crowdsourcing approach is to first evaluate each rule by sampling some covered tuples and checking them through crowdsourcing. For example, Figure 3 (a) shows an example crowdsourcing task for such tuple checking, i.e., checking whether two product records are matched. However, as crowdsourcing budget (affordable number of tasks) is usually much smaller than data size, such "aimless" checking without focusing on specific rules may result in inaccurate rule evaluation, thus misleading rule selection. Two-pronged task scheme. We devise a two-pronged crowdsourcing task scheme that first leverages the crowd to directly validate a rule as a coarse pre-evaluation step and then applies tuple checking tasks on validated rules as a fine post-evaluation step. To this end, we introduce another type of task, rule validation. For example, Figure 3 (b) shows such a task to validate rule r1 (sony, apple). Intuitively, human is good at understanding rules and roughly judges the validity of rules, e.g., r1 is valid as the brand information (sony and apple) is useful to discriminate products. This intuition is supported by our empirical observations in our technical report [48] . However, it turns out that rule validation tasks may produce false positives because the crowd may not be comprehensive enough as they usually neglect some negative cases where a rule fails. Thus, the fine-grained tuple checking tasks are also indispensable. A game-based crowdsourcing approach. Due to the fixed amount of crowdsourcing budget, there is usually a tradeoff between these two types of tasks. On the one hand, assigning more budget on rule validation will lead to fewer tuple checking tasks, resulting in less accurate evaluation on rules. On the other hand, assigning more budget on tuple checking, although being more confident on the validated rules, may miss the chance for validating more good rules.
To effectively utilize these two types of tasks and balance their tradeoff, we introduce a game-based crowdsourcing approach CrowdGame, as illustrated in the central part of Figure 2 . It employs two groups of crowd workers from a crowdsourcing platform (e.g., amazon mechanical turk): one group answers rule validation tasks to play a role of rule generator (RuleGen), while the other answers tuple checking tasks to play a role of rule refuter (RuleRef). To unify these two groups, we consider that RuleGen and RuleRef play a two-player game with our rule set loss Φ(R) in Equation (1) as the game value function.
• RuleGen plays as a minimizer : it identifies some rules R from the candidates R C for crowdsourcing via rule validation tasks, and tries to minimize the loss.
• RuleRef plays as a maximizer : it tries to refute its opponent RuleGen by checking some tuples that provide enough evidence to "reject" more rules in R, i.e., maximizing the rule set loss Φ(R).
A well-known mechanism to solve such games is the minimax strategy in game theory: the minimizer aims to minimize the maximum possible loss made by the maximizer.
Example 2. Consider our example under a budget with 4 tasks to ask workers and γ = 0.1. We first consider a baseline rule-validation-only strategy that crowdsources rules r1 to r4. Suppose that all rules are validated except r4 (as laptop and notebook are synonym), and we generate rule set R1 = {r1, r2, r3} with loss Φ(R1) = 3 * 0.1 + 2 * 0.9 = 2.1 (3 uncovered tuples and 2 error labels). Figure 4 shows how CrowdGame works, which is like a round-based board game between two players. In the first round, RuleGen selects r3 for rule validation, as it covers 4 tuples and can largely reduce the first term of the loss in Equation (1). However, its opponent RuleRef finds a "counter-example" e5 using a tuple checking task. Based on this, RuleRef refutes both r3 and r4 and rejects their covered tuples to maximize the loss. Next in the second round, RuleGen selects another crowdvalidated rule r1, while RuleRef crowdsources e1, finds e1 is correctly labeled, and finds no "evidence" to refute r1. As the budget is used up, we find a better rule set R2 = {r1} than R1 with a smaller loss Φ(R2) = 0.7.
Formalization of Minimax Objective
Note that, for illustration purpose, Example 2 shows an extreme case that one counter-example is enough to refute all rules covering the tuple. However, in many applications, rules that are 100% correct may only cover a very small proportion of data. Thus, we need to tolerate some rules which are not perfect but with high "precision".
We first introduce the precision, denoted by λj, of rule rj as the ratio of the tuples in C(rj) correctly annotated with label L of rj, i.e., λj = e i ∈C(r j ) 1 {y i =L}
|C(r j )|
, where 1 {y i =L} is an indicator function that returns 1 if yi = L or 0 otherwise. In particular, let Λ R denote the precisions of all rules in R. Rule precision λj is actually unknown to us, and thus we need to estimate it using tuple checking crowdsourcing tasks. Formally, letλj(Eq) be an estimator of λj for rule rj based on a set Eq of tuples checked by the crowd, and Λ R (Eq) = {λj(Eq)} is the set of estimators, each of which is used for evaluating an individual rule rj ∈ R. We usê Λ R (Eq) to compute our overall loss defined in Equation (1). Formally, let R i ⊆ R denote the set of rules in R covering tuple ei, i.e., R i = {rj ∈ R|rj(ei) = nil}. For ease of presentation, we denote P (yi = L) as P (ai) if the context is clear. Then, we introduce Φ(R|Eq) to denote the estimated loss based on a set Eq of tuples checked by the crowd, i.e.,
The key in Equation (2) is P (ai|Λ
, which captures our confidence about whether yi = L (ei is correctly labeled) given the observations that ei is covered by rule Ri with precisions Λ R i (Eq). Next, we discuss how to compute P (ai|Λ R i (Eq)). First, if ei is only covered by a single rule rj ∈ R i , we can consider ei is sampled from Bernoulli distribution with parameterλj(Eq) and thus the probability that ei is correctly labeled isλj(Eq). Second, if ei is covered by multiple rules, the P (ai|Λ
is not easy to estimate, because rules may have various kinds of correlation. In this paper, we use a "conservative" strategy that computes P (ai|Λ
The rational is that, ei is covered by rule r * j with the largest precision, and its P (ai|Λ R i (Eq)) is at leastλ * j . Consider our example in Figure 4 . Suppose that we have already estimatedλ3 = 0.5 andλ1 = 1 using Eq. Then, we compute P (a7|Λ
(Eq)) for e7 as 0.5, since e7 is only covered by λ3. We compute P (a1|Λ
(Eq)) for e1 as 1.0, as we know that e1 is covered by a perfect rule r1. We will study more complicated methods for computing P (ai|Λ R i (Eq)) in the future work. Now, we are ready to formalize the minimax objective based on rule precision estimation. Let Rq and Eq respectively denote the sets of rules and tuples, which are selected by RuleGen and RuleRef, for crowdsourcing. Given a crowdsourcing budget constraint k on number of crowdsourcing tasks, the minimax objective is defined as
such that task numbers |Rq| + |Eq| ≤ k. In addition, for ease of presentation, we introduce the notation J Rq,Eq where
Based on Equation (3), we can better illustrate the intuition of CrowdGame. Overall, CrowdGame aims to find the optimal task sets R * q and E * q with constraint |Rq| + |Eq| ≤ k. Specifically, RuleGen would prune rules witĥ λj < 1−2γ 1−γ as they are useless for the maximization. Moreover, RuleGen prefers to validate rules with large coverage and high precision to minimize the loss. On the contrary, RuleRef aims to check tuples which are helpful to identify low-precision rules that cover many tuples, so as to effectively maximize the loss. These two players iteratively select tasks until crowdsourcing budget is used up.
We highlight the challenges in the above process. The first challenge is how to select rule validation and tuple checking tasks for crowdsourcing to achieve the minimax objective. To address this challenge, we propose task selection algorithms in Section 4. Second, as shown in Equation (3), the objective is based on rule precision estimators, e.g.,λj(Eq). We introduce effective estimation techniques in Section 5.
TASK SELECTION ALGORITHMS
To achieve the minimax objective, we develop an iterative crowdsourcing algorithm, the pseudo-code of which is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Overall, it runs in iterations until k (crowdsourcing budget) tasks are crowdsourced, where each iteration consists of a RuleGen step and a RuleRef step. Rule generator step. In this step, RuleGen selects rulevalidation tasks. Due to the latency issue of crowdsourcing [15] , it is very time-consuming to crowdsource tasks one by one. Thus, we apply a commonly-used batch mode which selects b tasks and crowdsources them together, where b is a parameter. Specifically, RuleGen selects a b-sized rule set R (t) q that maximizes the rule selection criterion denoted by ∆g(R|J Rq,Eq ) in the t-th iteration (line 1). We will introduce the criterion ∆g(R|J Rq,Eq ) and present an algorithm
Input: R C : candidate rules; E: tuples to be labeled; k: a budget; b: a crowdsourcing batch Output: Rq: a set of generated rules Initialize Rq ← ∅, Eq ← ∅ ; 
q , adds the crowdvalidated rules into Rq, and updates objective J Rq,Eq . Note that we do not consider the rules failed crowd validation, because they have much lower quality than the validated ones, and incorporating them will largely increase the loss. Rule refuter step. In this step, RuleRef selects a batch of b tuple checking tasks E (t) q , so as to minimize the tuple selection criterion denoted by ∆f (E|J Rq,Eq ). We will discuss the criterion and a selection algorithm in Section 4.2. After obtaining the crowd answers for E (t) q , RuleRef adds E (t) q into Eq and updates the precision estimatesΛ Rq (Eq).
For simplicity, we slightly abuse the notations to also use R (E) to represent a rule set (tuple set) selected by RuleGen (RuleRef) in each iteration.
The last step of the iteration is to update budget k and check if the algorithm terminates (i.e., the budget is used up). The algorithm continues to iteration t + 1 if k > 0. Otherwise, it "cleans up" the generated rule set Rq by removing bad rules withλj ≤ 1−2γ 1−γ as they are useless based on our objective (see Section 3.2), and returns Rq as result.
Consider the example in Figure 4 with k = 4 and b = 1. In the first iteration, RuleGen and RuleRef respectively select r3 and e5 for crowdsourcing. Based on the crowdsourcing answers, the algorithm updates precision estimates and continues to the second iteration as shown in Figures 4(c) and 4(d). After these two iterations, the budget is used up, and the algorithm returns Rq = {r1} as the result.
Next, we explain the task selection algorithms of RuleGen and RuleRef in the following two subsections.
Task Selection for Rule Generator
The basic idea of task selection for RuleGen, as observed from Equation (3), is to maximize the objective J Rq,Eq =
, given current precision estimationΛ(Eq). However, as task selection is before crowdsourcing the tasks, the essential challenge for RuleGen is that it does not know which rules will pass the crowd validation. To address this problem, we follow the existing crowdsourcing works [10, 43] to consider each possible case of the validated rules, denoted by R √ ⊆ R, and measure the the expected improvement on J Rq,Eq that R √ achieves. Formally, let P (R √ ) denote the probability that the crowd returns R √ ⊆ R as the validated rules, and rules in R − R √ fail the validation. And P (r) is the probability that an individual rule r passes the validation. As the rules in R are independently crowdsourced to the workers, we have
For instance, consider a rule set R = {r1} in our previous example and Rq = ∅. Suppose that we have estimated precisionλ1 = 1.0 and let P (r1) = 0.5 and γ = 0.1. Then, we have ∆g(R|J ) = P (r1) · e i ∈C(r 1 )
33. Based on the criterion, we formalize the problem of task selection for RuleGen as follows.
Definition 4 (Task Selection for RuleGen). Given a batch size b and current value of objective J Rq,Eq , it finds b rules from remaining candidates that maximize rule selection criterion, i.e., R * = arg R max R⊆R C −Rq,|R|=b ∆g(R|J ).
Theorem 1. The problem of Task Selection for RuleGen is NP-hard.
Note that all the proofs in the paper can be found in our technical report [48] .
Nevertheless, although the theorem shows that obtaining the best rule set is intractable in general, we can show that the criterion ∆g(R|J ) possesses two good properties, namely monotonicity and submodularity, which enables us to develop a greedy selection strategy with theoretical guarantee. Recall that ∆g(R|J ) is monotone iff ∆g(R1|J ) ≤ ∆g(R2|J ) for any sets R1 ⊆ R2. And ∆g(R|J ) is submodular iff ∆g(R1 ∪ {r}|J ) − ∆g(R1|J ) ≥ ∆g(R2 ∪ {r}|J ) − ∆g(R2|J ) for any sets R1 ⊆ R2, which intuitively indicates a "diminishing returns" effect. Lemma 1. The rule selection criterion ∆g(R|J ) is monotone and submodular with respect to R.
Based on Lemma 1, we develop a greedy-based approximation algorithm. The algorithm first initializes R = ∅. Then, it inserts rules into R based on our criterion ∆g(R|J ) in b iterations where b is the batch size of crowdsourcing. In each iteration, it finds the best rule r * such that the margin is maximized, i.e., r * = arg λ max ∆g(R∪{r}|J )−∆g(R|J ).
Then, it inserts the selected r * into R and continues to the next iteration. Finally, the algorithm returns the b-sized R. Due to the monotonicity and submodularity of our selection criterion, the greedy algorithm has an approximation ratio of 1 − 1/e where e is the base of the natural logarithm.
Note that the computation of ∆g(R|J ) does not have to actually enumerate the exponential cases of R √ . In fact, given a new rule r, ∆g(R ∪ {r}|J ) can be incrementally computed based on ∆g(R|J ).
Task Selection for Rule Refuter
As the opponent of RuleGen, RuleRef aims to minimize J Rq,Eq by checking tuples to re-estimate rule precisions. Given tuple ei, it considers the following two factors.
1) The first one is the refute probability, denoted by P (e × i ) that the crowd identifies that true label yi of ei is not label L provided by rules. Intuitively, the higher the refute probability is, the more preferable the tuple is. We will discuss how to estimate such probability later. Given a set of tuples E, we denote the subset of refuted ones as E × . We assume the refute probabilities of the tuples in E are independent to each other, i.e.,
Rq,Eq . For example, consider an extreme case thatλ3 andλ4 re-estimated to 0 after checking e5. Then, tuples e5, e6, e7, and e9 would be "eliminated" from J Rq,Eq , as the maximum precision associated to them changes to 0. Thus, RuleRef successfully reduces the objective. Formally, we denote the amount of such "reduction" as impact I(e × i ), i.e.,
I(e
In particular, given a set E × of refuted tuples, we have
Now, we are ready to define the tuple selection criterion ∆f (E|J ) using the above two factors,
Definition 5 (Task Selection for RuleRef). Given a batch size b and current value of objective J Rq,Eq , it finds b tuples from unchecked tuples that minimize the tuple selection criterion, i.e., E * = arg E min E⊆E−Eq,|E|=b ∆f (E|J ).
Theorem 2. The problem of Task Selection for RuleRef is NP-hard.
Unfortunately, RuleRef selection criterion does not have the submodularity property, which makes optimization very complex. In this paper, we utilize a greedy-based approximation algorithm that iteratively inserts e * with the maximum margin E × P (E × ) · I(E × ) into E in b iterations. We omit the pseudo-code due to the space limit. Moreover, similar to RuleGen, ∆f (E|J ) can be incrementally computed without the exponential enumeration on P (E × ). We discuss how to obtain refute probability P (e × i ) for entity matching and relation extraction in Section 6.
RULE PRECISION ESTIMATION
The challenge in estimating rule precisionλj(Eq) is how to effectively utilize both rule validation and tuple checking tasks. Intuitively, we utilize rule validation tasks as "coarse pre-evaluation", and use tuple checking tasks as "fine postevaluation". For example, consider rule r3 : (Black, Silver) shown in Figure 1 . Suppose that r3 successfully passed rule validation, which makes us to roughly evaluate r3 as a good rule. However, after checking tuples covered by r3, we find errors and thus refine the precision evaluation.
To formalize the above intuition, we utilize the Bayesian estimation technique [2] . We regard crowd rule validation results as a prior, which captures crowd judgment on rj without inspecting any specific tuples. As the prior may not be precise, we then use the crowd results on tuple checking as "data observation" to adjust the prior, so as to obtain a posterior of rule precision. Formally, let p(λ|r √ , Eq) denote the probability distribution of precision λ of rule r given the fact that r is validated by the crowd (denoted by r √ ) and checked by a set Eq of tuples. Then, following the Bayesian rule and assuming that rule validation and tuple checking results are conditionally independent given λ, we have
where p(λ|r √ ) is the prior distribution of λ given that rule r has passed rule validation, p(Eq|λ) is the likelihood of observing tuple checking result Eq given precision λ, and p(λ|r √ , Eq) is the posterior distribution to be estimated. Besides, p(Eq|r √ ) can be regarded as a normalization factor. Likelihood of tuple observations. Recall that, given a set Eq of checked tuples, we use E × q and E √ q to respectively denote the subsets of Eq refuted and passed by the crowd (see Section 4.2 for more details on tuple refuting). Clearly, we have E × q ∪ E √ q = Eq and E × q ∩ E √ q = ∅. Then, given precision λ, we consider that Eq follows a binomial distribution with λ as its parameter, i.e.,
which considers all the |Eq| |E × | cases of sampling |E √ q | passed and |E × q | refuted tuples from Eq. Prior of rule validation. To model the prior distribution of a rule validated by the crowd, we use the beta distribution, which is commonly used in Bayesian estimation for binomial distributions, i.e.,
p(λ|r
where Γ(·) is the gamma function (see [2] for details), and α, β are parameters of beta distribution. As beta distribution is conjugate to binomial distribution, we can easily compute the posterior distribution as
which is also a beta distribution with the two parameters α + |E √ q | and β + |E × |. Then, we compute the estimateλ as !"#$#%%&'(% )*+%%+,-,."/%%(01%%!"234"%%5#% 6/"78%%9%%:;,. the expectation of λ to minimize the squared error.
Lemma 2. Expectation of squared error, E[(λ −λ) 2 ] is minimized at the estimateλ computed by Equation (11) [2].
Example 3. Consider prior beta(4, 1) with α = 4 and β = 1. we examine how "data observation" is used to adjust the prior. When crowdsourcing 3 tuples and receiving 2 passed and 1 refuted. Applying Equation (11), we estimatê λ = 0.75. Similarly, after crowdsourcing 7 tuples with 4 passed and 3 refuted answers, we estimateλ as 0.67. We can see that, although both of the cases have one more passed tuples than the refuted ones, we have a lower estimate, because more refuted tuples are observed. For better illustration, we plot a detailed figure in our technical report [48] .
Remarks. First, we want to emphasize that the set Eq of checked tuples will be incrementally updated as RuleRef selects more tuple checking tasks, as illustrated in Section 4.2. From Equation (11), we can clearly see how a refuted tuple e × i can decrease precision estimation: with numerator fixed and denominator added by 1, estimateλ becomes smaller. Second, we explain how to choose α and β. The basic idea is to sample some rules passed crowd validation, and use them to estimate α and β. One simple method is to use the meanμ and varianceσ 2 of precision λ calculated from the sample. Beta distribution has the following properties on statistics µ = α α+β and σ 2 = αβ (α+β) 2 (α+β+1) . Based on the statistics, we solve the parameters as α = (
and β = α( 1 µ − 1). We can also apply more sophisticated techniques in [3] for parameter estimation.
CANDIDATE RULES CONSTRUCTION
This section presents our methods to create candidate rules from the raw text data for entity matching (EM) (Section 6.1) and relation extraction (RE) (Section 6.2).
Candidate Rules for Entity Matching
The first application is entity matching for records with textual description, as shown in our running example. We want to construct candidate blocking rules annotating label L1 = −1 to record pairs. Note that, although blocking rules are extensively studied (see a survey [7] ), most of the approaches are based on structured data, and there is limited work on generating blocking rules from unstructured text.
The idea of our approach is to automatically identify keyword pairs, which are effective to discriminate record pairs, from raw text. For example, in Figure 5 (a), keyword pairs, such as (Canon, Panasonic) and (Camera, Telephone), tend to be capable of discriminating products, because it is rare that records corresponding to the same electronic product mention more than one manufacture name or product type. More precisely, we want to discover the word pair (wa, w b ) such that any record sa containing wa and another record s b containing w b cannot be matched.
The challenge is how to automatically discover these "discriminating" keyword pairs. We observe that such keyword pairs usually have similar semantics, e.g., manufacture and product type. Based on this, we utilize word embedding techniques [27, 28] , which are good at capturing semantic similarity. We leverage the word2vec toolkit 1 to generate an embedding (i.e., a numerical vector) for each word, where words with similar semantics are also close to each other in the embedding space. Then, we identify keyword pairs from each record pair (sa, s b ) using the Word Mover's Distance (WMD) [19] . The idea of WMD is to optimally align words from sa to s b , such that the distance that the embedded words of sa "travel" to the embedded words of s b is minimized (see [35] for more details). Figure 5 (a) illustrates an example of using WMD to align keywords between two records, where the alignment is shown as red arrows. Using the WMD method, we identify keyword pairs from multiple record pairs and remove the ones with frequency smaller than a threshold (e.g., 10 in our experiments).
The WMD technique is also used to compute the refute probability P (e × i ) described in Section 4.2. The intuition is that refute probability captures how likely the crowd will annotate a tuple as matched (label +1), and thus refute a blocking rule. As ground-truth of labels is unknown, we use the similarity between the two records in a tuple, which is measured by WMD, to estimate the probability: the more similar the records are, the more likely the crowd will annotate the tuple as matched. The similarity-based idea is also used in other crowdsourced entity matching works [44, 4] .
Candidate Rules for Relation Extraction
Relation extraction aims to discover a target relation of two entities in a sentence or a paragraph, e.g., spouse relation between Kerry Robles and Damien in Figure 5 (b). This paper utilizes keywords around the entities as rules for labeling +1 (entities have the relation) or −1 (entities do not have the relation). For example, keyword husband can be good at identifying the spouse relation (i.e, labeling +1), while brother can be regarded as a rule to label −1.
We apply distant supervision [29] , which is commonly used in relation extraction, to identify such rules, based on a small amount of known positive entity pairs and negative ones. For example, given a positive pair (Kerry Robles, Damien), we can identify the words around these entities, e.g., living, Mexico City and husband (stop-words like was and with are removed), as the rules labeling +1. Similarly, we can identify rules that label −1 from negative entity pairs. We remove the keywords with frequency smaller than a threshold (5 in our experiments), and take the remaining ones as candidate rules. One issue is how to identify some phrases, e.g., Mexico City. We use point-wise mutual information (PMI) discussed in [5] to decide whether two successive words, say wi and wj, can form a phrase. Specifically, we consider the joint probability P (wi, wj) and marginal probabilities P (wi) and P (wj), where the probability can be computed by the relative frequency in a dataset. Then, PMI is calculated by log 2
. Intuitively, the larger the PMI is, the more likely that wi and wj are frequently used as a phrase. We select the phrases whose PMI scores are above a threshold (e.g., log 2 100 in our experiments).
To compute refute probability P (e × i ), we devise the following method. Based on the small amount of positive and negative tuples mentioned above, we train a logistic regression classifier using the bag-of-words features. Given any unlabeled tuple, we extract the bag-of-words feature from it and take the output of the classifier as refute probability of the tuple. Note that we investigate the effect of such P (e × i ) estimation in our technical report [48] .
EXPERIMENTS
This section evaluates the performance of our approach. We evaluate different task selection strategies for rule generation, and compare our approach with the state-of-the-art methods. Note that, due to the space limit, we report additional experiments in our technical report [48] .
Experiment Setup
Datasets. We consider two real-world applications, namely entity matching and relation extraction. For entity matching, we evaluate the approaches on three real datasets. Table 2 shows the statistics of the datasets. 1) Abt-Buy contains electronics product records from two websites, Abt and BestBuy. We regard each tuple ei as a pair of records with one from Abt and the other from BestBuy, where each record has a text description as illustrated in Figure 1 . Following the existing works in entity matching [43, 4] , we prune the pairs with similarity smaller than a threshold 0.3 (we use WMD [19] to measure similarity), and obtain 1, 090 tuples with label 1 (matched) and 227, 715 tuples with label −1 (unmatched). 2) Ama-Goo contains software products from two websites, Amazon and Google. Similar to Abt-Buy, we obtain 1, 273 tuples with label 1 and 179, 525 tuples with label −1. 3) Ebay contains beauty products collected from website Ebay. Using the above method, we respectively obtain 2, 057 and 107, 847 tuples with labels 1 and −1. For these three datasets, we use the method in Section 6.1 to construct candidate rules, which only annotate the −1 label for discriminating records. Statistics of candidate rules are also found in Table 2 .
For relation extraction, we use a Spouse dataset to identify if two person in a sentence have spouse relation. The Spouse dataset contains 2591 news articles 2 . We segment each article into sentences and identify entities mentioned in the sentences. We consider each tuple as a pair of entities occurring in the same sentence, and obtain 424 tuples with label 1 (entities have spouse relation) and 5, 493 tuples with label −1 (entities do not have spouse relation). We construct candidate rules using the method in Section 6.2 and obtain 360 rules. Note the rules on this dataset can annotate both 1 (e.g., husband) and −1 (e.g., brother) labels. Note that ground-truth of each of the above datasets is already included in the original dataset. Crowdsourcing on AMT. We use Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT, https://www.mturk.com/) as the platform for publishing crowdsourcing tasks. Examples of the two task types are referred to Figure 3 . For fair comparison, we crowdsource all candidate rules for crowd validation to collect worker answers, so as to run different strategies on the same crowd answers. Similarly, for tuple checking on the Spouse dataset, we also ask the crowd to check all the tuples. For the EM datasets, we crowdsource all the +1 tuples for collecting crowd answers. Nevertheless, as there are a huge number of −1 tuples, we use a sampling-based method. We sample 5% of the −1 tuples for each dataset to estimate the crowd accuracy on tuple checking (as shown in Table 2 ). Then, for the rest of the −1 tuples, we use the estimated accuracy to simulate the crowd answers: given a tuple, we simulate its crowd answer as its ground-truth with the probability equals to the accuracy, and the opposite otherwise. We use a batch mode to put 10 tasks in an HIT, and spend 1 US cent for each HIT. We assign each HIT to 3 workers and combine their answers via majority voting. We use qualification test to only allow workers with at least 150 approved HITs and 95% approval rate. Parameter settings. First, γ is the weight balancing quality and coverage in our loss function in Equation (1) . Due to the label skewness in entity matching as observed in Table 2, we set γ = 0.001 to prefer quality over coverage. In a similar way, we set γ = 0.1 for relation extraction. Second, parameters α and β of beta distribution can be set based on our discussion in Section 5. We use (350, 1) for entity matching and (4, 1) for relation extraction. Third, batch size b of RuleGen/RuleRef (Algorithm 1) is set to 20.
Evaluation on Minimax Crowdsourcing
This section evaluates the minimax crowdsourcing objective and task selection algorithms. We compare different alternative task selection strategies in the framework of Algorithm 1. Gen-Only only utilizes rule validation tasks, and uses the prior as precision estimates (no tuple checking tasks). Then, it utilizes the criterion of RuleGen for task selection. Ref-Only only utilizes tuple checking tasks. As there is no rule validation tasks, in each iteration, it selects a batch of rules that maximize the coverage, and assumes that they have passed the validation. Then, it utilizes the criterion of RuleRef for task selection. Gen-RandRef considers both RuleGen and RuleRef. However, the RuleRef in this method uses a random strategy to select tuples for checking. CrowdGame is our game-based approach.
We also compare with simpler conflict-based heuristics. RTConf selects the rules covering the largest number of "conflicting" tuples. As tuples labels are unknown, we consider a tuple is conflicting with a rule if its refute probability is larger than threshold 0.5. For relation extraction where conflicting rules exist, we also use another two baselines. R- RConf selects the rules that have the largest conflicts with other rules. Given a rule, it counts the number of tuples covered by the rule which are also annotated by other rule(s) with a conflicting label. We select the rules with the largest such numbers. T-RConf selects tuples that have the largest conflicting annotations from the rules covering the tuples. Figure 6 shows the experimental results. Conflict-based heuristics R-TConf and R-RConf perform the worst, because the selected rules are with more conflicts and tend to cover tuples with opposite true labels. These rules may be either invalidated by the crowd, or be selected to incur more errors and larger overall loss. T-RConf performs better than RTConf and R-RConf, because tuples covered by conflicting rules can be used to refute some "bad" rules. However, it cannot beat our methods in the framework of Algorithm 1, as it may not find tuples with the largest refuting impact.
Gen-Only achieves inferior performance, because, without tuple checking, the selection criterion used in RuleGen is to essentially identify rule with large coverage. However, without refuting false positive ones, rules with large coverage are more harmful as they tend to induce more errors. Ref-Only performs better with the increase of budget k. For example, the loss decreases from 509 to 242 as the budget increases from 3000 to 9000 on the Abt-Buy dataset. This is because more checked tuples lead to better precision estimation, and thus facilitate to refute bad rules. Moreover, Ref-Only is in general better than Gen-Only. Gen-RandRef is a straightforward approach that combines RuleGen and RuleRef. It can reduce loss in some cases, which shows the superiority of combining rule validation and tuple checking. However, it only achieves limited loss reduction, and it is sometimes even worse than Ref-Only (Figure 6(a) ). This is because a random refuter strategy may not be able to find the rules with the largest impact (Section 4.2), and thus performs weak to refute bad rules.
CrowdGame with our proposed task selection strategies achieves the best performance. For example, the loss achieved by CrowdGame is an order of magnitude smaller than that of the alternatives on the Ebay dataset. This significant improvement is achieved by the minimax objective formalized in the game-based crowdsourcing, where RuleGen can find good rules while RuleRef refutes bad rules in a two-player game. Moreover, our task selection algorithm can effectively select tasks to fulfill the minimax objective. We may observe that, on the Spouse dataset, CrowdGame has little improvement compared to Gen-RandRef when the budget is large. This is because the number of candidate rules is small on this dataset (i.e., 360 as shown in Table 2 ). Under such circumstance, checking a large number of tuples may also be enough to identify good rules.
Comparisons for Entity Matching (EM)
This section evaluates how CrowdGame boosts entity matching, and compares with state-of-the-art approaches. Evaluation of CrowdGame on EM. We apply our twophase framework to find record matches. Recall that Phase I uses crowd budget k for generating blocking rules, and Phase II applies the rules and crowdsources the record pairs not covered by the rules using tuple checking tasks (where transitive-based optimization technique [44] is applied).
For evaluation, In Phase I, we measure rule coverage as the ratio of tuples covered by the rules. We also examine the extent of "errors" incurred by the rules using false negative (FN) rate, which is the ratio of true matches "killed-off" by the generated rules. Intuitively, rule generation in Phase I performs well if it has large coverage and low FN rate. In Phase II, we measure the performance using precision (the number of correct matches divided the number of returned ones), recall (the number of correct matches divided the number of all true matches), and F1 score (
On the other hand, we measure the total crowdsourcing cost in EM, including the rule generation crowd budget k in Phase I and the number of pair-based tasks in Phase II.
As shown in Table 3 , increasing rule generation budget can improve both quality and cost. For instance, on the Abt-Buy dataset, with the increase of rule generation budget from 3000 to 9000, the coverage of the generated rules improves from 0.764 to 0.924, while the FN rate remains at a very low level. This validates that CrowdGame can select high coverage rules while incurring insignificant errors. Moreover, this can also effectively boost the overall EM process. The total cost is reduced from 61, 739 to 26, 381 due to larger rule coverage. The precision improves from 0.927 to 0.969. This is because more high-quality rules are selected to correct the crowd errors in tuple checking (e.g., some workers misjudge unmatched pairs with matched ones). On the other hand, more budget for RuleRef can identity more bad rules (especially those with large coverage), and thus reduces false positive rules to improve recall. Approach Comparison. We compare CrowdGame with state-of-the-art approaches, where we set rule generation budget to 9, 000, 12, 000 and 6, 000 on the three datasets respectively. We compare CrowdGame with the state-of-theart crowdsourced EM approaches, Trans [44] , PartOrder [4] and ACD [46] . We get source codes of these approaches from the authors. Note that these baselines do not consider labeling rules. Instead, they select some "representative" tuples (record pairs) for crowdsourcing, and use tuple-level inference, such as transitivity [44, 46] and partial-order [4] .
As shown in Table 4 , CrowdGame significantly reduces the total crowdsourcing cost over Trans and ACD, nearly by an order of magnitude. This shows that rules generated by CrowdGame are much more powerful than the transitivity to prune unmatched pairs. For quality, Trans may "amplify" crowd errors through transitivity. ACD addresses this issue by using adaptive task selection. CrowdGame also outperforms Trans and ACD on F1 score, since it utilizes the game-based framework with minimax objective to optimize the quality. Second, although PartOrder achieves much less total cost, its F1 is very low, e.g., 0.486 on the Ama-Goo dataset. This is because PartOrder utilizes the partial order among tuples determined by similarity between records. Although performing well on structured data, PartOrder has inferior performance on our datasets, because textual similarity is very unreliable for such inference.
We also compare CrowdGame with Snorkel (with the crowdsourcing setting described in [32] ). This setting asks the crowd to annotate tuples (e.g., record pairs in entity matching), and represents each crowd worker as well as her answers as a labeling function. Fed with the labeling functions, Snorkel outputs final annotation results. For fair comparison, we use exactly the same total crowdsourcing cost (Phases I and II) of CrowdGame as the crowdsourcing budget for Snorkel, e.g., 26, 381 on the Abt-Buy dataset, which makes sure that the two approaches rely the same crowd efforts. Another issue is which tuples should be selected for crowdsourcing in Snorkel. We select the tuples with higher pairwise similarity measured by WMD, in order to obtain a tuple set with more balanced labels. Specifically, due to label skewness of EM datasets, random tuple selection may end up with very rare +1 tuples selected, which is not good for model training in Snorkel. In contrast, selection by similarity will increase the chance of finding +1 tuples in the crowdsourcing set. As shown in Table 4 , the experimental results show that, under the same crowdsourcing cost, CrowdGame outperforms Snorkel on quality, e.g., achieving 6−15% improvements on F1. This quality boost is because of the high-quality rules identified by CrowdGame, which annotate a large amount of tuples with high precision.
Comparison for Relation Extraction
This section evaluates the performance of CrowdGame for relation extraction on the Spouse dataset. We construct candidate rules using the method in Section 6. Different from CrowdGame for EM that only considers L1 = −1 rules, CrowdGame for relation extraction generates both L1 = −1 and L2 = 1 rules in Phase I. Thus, besides FN rate, we introduce false positive (FP) rate (the ratio of FP over all negatives) to measure the "errors" incurred by L2 = 1 rules in Phase I. Table 5 shows the performance of CrowdGame. With the increase of the rule generation budget, the total crowd cost is largely reduced because rule coverage is improved from 0.587 to 0.695. One interesting observation is that, when increasing the budget from 150 to 200, the precision is improved from 0.585 to 0.810 while rule coverage and recall slightly decrease. This is because RuleRef is able to identify and refute more low-precision rules and thus significantly reduces false positives for relation extraction. We compare CrowdGame with two settings of Snorkel. First, we feed a set of manual rules provided by the original paper [32] to Snorkel, which consist of the following two kinds: 1) some keywords summarized by domain experts, such as "wife" (annotating +1), "ex-husband" (annotating +1), and "father" (annotating −1), and 2) a set of 6126 entity pairs with spouse relation extracted from an external knowledge base, DBPedia 3 . Second, we take both these manual rules and crowd annotations as labeling functions. Note that we use the similarity-based method (same to the EM scenario) to select tuples for crowdsourcing for obtain tuples with more balanced classes, and the number of selected tuples is the same to the total crowd cost of CrowdGame, e.g., the same crowd cost 1, 843 for both Snorkel and CrowdGame. As observed from Table 6 , Snorkel with only manual rules achieves inferior quality. The reason is that the manual rules are based some generally summarized keywords and external knowledge, which are not specifically designed for the Spouse dataset. Moreover, further considering crowd annotations, Snorkel achieves better precision and recall, as it can learn better ML models due to the additional crowd efforts. However, CrowdGame still achieves the best performance by a margin of 0.11 on F1, at the same crowd cost. This is because our approach can identify high-quality rules from the candidates, especially the refuter can effectively eliminate error-prone rules, thus resulting in superior precision.
RELATED WORK
Crowdsourced data annotation. Recently, crowdsourcing has been extensively studied for harnessing the crowd intelligence. There is a large body of works on crowdsourcing (see a recent survey [23] ), such as quality control [25, 9, 51, 40, 51, 50] , crowd DB systems [12, 26, 31, 11, 22, 39] , etc. This paper pays special attention on crowdsourced data annotation, which acquires relatively low cost labeled data in a short time using crowdsourcing, with focus on reviewing such works in entity matching and relation extraction. Crowdsourced entity matching (aka. crowdsourced entity resolution) [21, 4, 18, 41, 13, 6, 47, 43, 46, 42, 8] has been extensively studied recently. These existing works have studied many aspects in the field, including task generation [43] , transitivity-based inference [44, 4, 42] , partial-order inference [4] , and task selection [41] . However, most of them only annotate tuples (i.e., record pairs) and do not consider generating labeling rules for reducing total crowd cost. One exception is the hands-off crowdsourcing approach [13, 6] . However, the approach generates blocking rules on structured data using random forest, and the method cannot be applied to text data studied in our approach. Crowdsourcing is also applied in relation extraction [24, 1] . However, similar to entity matching, most of the works focus on tuplelevel annotation. Weak-supervision labeling rules. There are many works in the machine learning community to annotate large training sets using weak-supervision labeling rules. A well-known example is distant supervision [16, 34, 29, 38] , where the training sets are created with the aid of external resource such as knowledge bases. The distant supervision sources are usually noisy. To alleviate this problem, [34, 38] annotate data with hand-specified dependency generative models. [16] uses multi-instance learning models to denoise different sources. When gold labels are not available, some methods estimate potential class labels based on noisy observations, e.g., spectral methods [30] and generative probabilistic models [17, 49] . Some approaches are recently proposed to consolidate noisy or even contradictory rules [36, 32] . Some works demonstrate that the proper use of weaksupervision rules can also boost the performance of deep learning methods [33] . Our approach and these works focus on different aspects of data annotation: they focus on "consolidating" given labeling rules (functions), while we pay more attention to generating high-quality rules. To this end, we leverage game-based crowdsourcing to select highquality rules with large coverage and precision, which results in performance superiority shown in our experiments. Generative Adversarial Networks. The recent Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) also applies a minimax framework for training neural networks, and has been widely applied in image and text processing [14, 45] . Our approach is different from GAN in the following aspects. First of all, CrowdGame uses the minimax framework to combine two types of tasks for data annotation, while GAN focuses on parameter learnings. Second, GAN uses algorithms such as stochastic gradient descent to optimize the parameters. In contrast, optimization of CrowdGame is rule/tuple task selection. Third, CrowdGame needs to consider cost of crowdsourcing, which is not a concern of GAN.
CONCLUSION
We have studied the data annotation problem. Different from previous tuple-level annotation methods, we introduced labeling rules to reduce annotation cost while preserving high quality. We devised a crowdsourcing approach to generate high-quality rules with high coverage and precision. We first constructed a set of candidate rules and then solicited crowdsourcing to select high-quality rules. We utilized crowdsourcing to estimate quality of a rule by combining rule validation and tuple checking. We developed a game-based framework that employs a group of workers that answers rule validation tasks to play a role of rule generator, and another group that answers tuple checking tasks to play a role of rule refuter. We proposed a minimax optimization method to unify rule generator and rule refuter in a two-player game. We conducted experiments on entity matching and relation extraction to show performance superiority of our approach.
